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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate di�erential approaches for the
localization of 3D anatomical point landmarks in 3D medical images.

First, we study an existing 2D edge intersection approach for localiz-

ing corners and theoretically analyze the localization accuracy of this
method for an analytic model of an L-junction. Then, we extend this

approach to 3D. We propose two two-step and one three-step procedures

for re�ned localization of 3D point landmarks. For these approaches, we
experimentally analyze their localization accuracy for 3D synthetic im-

ages. Finally, we investigate the localization of anatomical landmarks of

the human brain in 3D MR images. It turns out that the multi-step pro-
cedures can considerably improve the localization accuracy of landmarks

in comparison to existing single-step approaches.

1 Introduction

The registration of medical images such as MR/CT data and digital atlases is

important, e.g., for the planning of neurosurgical interventions and radiother-

apy. One possibility of registering two images is a point-based approach (see

[2, 10]). For this, prominent points, denoted also as point landmarks, have to be

extracted from images.

In this paper, we investigate approaches for the localization of 3D anatomical

point landmarks in 3D medical images. We consider such kinds of anatomical

features which can be geometrically characterized as tip-like structures. These

types of points can be found, for instance, on the ventricular system of the human

brain (see the left side of Fig. 3) as well as on other structures in the humanbrain.

Only a few automatic approaches for localizing point landmarks in 3D images

have been reported (e.g. [12, 9]). However, these contributions only consider

the detection step (see also [5] for a recent experimental study on 2D di�er-

ential approaches). Here, we investigate two-step and three-step 3D di�erential

approaches for re�ned localization of point landmarks in 3D images. One advan-

tage of these approaches lies in their computational e�ciency and their stability

w.r.t. noise since only �rst order partial derivatives of the images are required.



In the following, we �rst describe an existing 2D two-step approach [4] for ac-

curately locating prominent points and then theoretically analyze this approach

for an analytic model of an L-junction. The result of this investigation serves as

a motivation to extend the approach from 2D to 3D. After a description of the

resulting 3D approach, we propose two two-step and one three-step procedures

for the localization of 3D point landmarks. The localization accuracy of these

approaches is then evaluated for 3D synthetic as well as 3D MR images.

2 Two-Step Approach for Localizing 2D Landmarks

2.1 Description of the Approach

F�orstner and G�ulch introduced in [4] a two-step approach for detecting and

localizing corners in 2D images. In the �rst step, points are detected by applying

di�erential operators (detection step). In the second step, the corner position

is located more precisely (2D edge intersection step). Thereby it is assumed

that each point in the considered window around a detected point contributes

with its intensity gradient to the edges covered by the window. The edges are

locally approximated with tangent lines. The intensity gradients are taken as the

normals for a representation of the tangent lines in the Hessian normal form. The

re�ned estimation of the corner position is obtained by intersecting these lines

using the least-squares-method. The approach has been applied to 2D images

representing polyhedral objects as well as to 2D aerial images.

2.2 Analytic Study for an L-junction

The �rst step (detection step) of the approach from [4] has already been ana-

lytically analyzed for an L-junction by Rohr in [8] w.r.t. localization accuracy,

and it showed superior performance. Here, we additionally study the localiza-

tion accuracy of the second step (2D edge intersection) for that structure. The

ideal sharp L-junction model has been convolved with a 2D Gaussian blurring

function, describing the blur of the imaging system (see [8] for details).

Using the detection operator from [4] for di�erent apertures � yields the

dotted line on the left side of Fig. 1 (denoted as DET). This line represents

the localization error w.r.t. the correct position of the unblurred L-junction.

For the analytic computation of the operator responses, the intensity gradient is

approximated by a �rst order expansion, thereby assuming an operator size of 3�

3 pixels. Application of the 2D edge intersection approach yields the dashed line

on the left side of Fig. 1. Here we used a window of 3� 3 pixels. By successively

enlarging the window, one can reduce the localization error to nearly zero when

using a window size of 15� 15 pixels (right side of Fig. 1).

In summary, our study shows for an L-junction which is a tip-like structure

that additionally applying the 2D edge intersection approach can considerably

improve the localization accuracy in comparison to applying only the detection

operator. These results motivate an extension to 3D which is described next.
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Fig. 1. Theoretic localization accuracy using the 2D edge intersection approach
(dashed line) for the L-junction as a function of the aperture �: for window sizes

3� 3 pixels (left), 15� 15 pixels (right)

3 Extension of the Edge Intersection Approach to 3D

Let us consider the tips of the ventricle system in the human brain (see the black

dots within the dashed circles) on the left side of Fig. 3. A simpli�ed model for

these tips is a tetrahedron, smoothed with a Gaussian �lter. By keeping this

simpli�cation in mind, we can apply a 3D extension of the 2D edge intersection

approach from [4] for the localization of the tips in 3D medical images.

Let us now extend the approach to 3D. The tip of a tetrahedron can be char-

acterized as the intersection point of three 3D edges. Note, that edges in 3D

in general represent surfaces and for the tetrahedron we have plane segments

as edges. The 3D edges can be locally approximated with tangent planes. For a

suitable window covering su�cient information of the structure, we can intersect

the tangent planes (3D edges) to obtain the searched landmark point x�. The

planes are represented in the Hessian normal form, taking the intensity gradients

as the normals (cf. the 2D case in Section 2.1). Intersection of the planes with

the least-squares-method yields the following system of normal equations P
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where the index i addresses all points in the considered window and the sub-

scripts to the intensity function g(x; y; z) stand for the partial derivatives in the

respective spatial directions. However, solving the former system of equations

assumes that we have already selected a suitable region, or, in other words, we

�rst have to detect 3D point landmarks.

4 Detection of 3D Point Landmarks

The covariance matrix of the estimation x
� for the 3D edge intersection point,

obtained by solving Eq. 1, is �2
"
N
�1, whereN represents the averaged dyadic gra-

dient product. The factor �2
"
is the estimated variance of the residuals (cf. [6, 4]).



Under the assumption of a normally distributed location, the uncertainty of the

estimation is represented by the covariance ellipsoid. Prominent points are char-

acterized by an isotropic and small-sized ellipsoid. These two criteria can be

inspected by exploiting the Eigenvalues of N, or, alternatively, by using the de-

terminant det(�) and the trace(�) of that matrix. Based on det(N) and trace(N)

we can de�ne di�erent 3D extensions of the 2D operators from [4] and [7]:

V 1 = det(N)=trace(N), V 2 = det(N)=trace(N#) where N
# denotes the ad-

junct of the matrix N, and V 3 = det(N). First experimental results with these

3D detection operators have been reported in [9, 10].

5 Two-Step and Three-Step Procedures for the

Localization of 3D Point Landmarks

Based on the 3D extensions described above, we here propose three approaches

for the re�ned localization of landmarks in 3D imagery.

i) Two-step procedure:

First, one of the operators V 1, V 2, or V 3 is applied to the 3D image. The partial

derivatives for computing the operator responses are estimated with relative

large operators for reasons of robustness w.r.t. noise. In the second step, small-

scale operators are used to compute the operator response. This approach is

analogous to the 2D procedures investigated in [3, 7] for localizing corners.

ii) Two-step procedure:

This scheme essentially is the 3D extension of the two-step approach of F�orstner

and G�ulch [4]. In our case, �rst, one of the operators V 1, V 2, or V 3 is applied to

detect points. Second, the 3D edge intersection point is computed as described

in Section 3, yielding a point with subvoxel accuracy.

iii) Three-step procedure:

This procedure is a combination of the procedures i) and ii) and is therefore

a three-step procedure. First, one of the detection operators V 1, V 2, or V 3 is

applied. Second, the detected position is re�ned using small-scale operators for

estimating the partial derivatives of the image. In the third step, we start from

this re�ned position and apply the 3D edge intersection approach.

6 Experimental Results for 3D Images

In the following, we present experimental results for 3D synthetic as well as

3D MR images. The experiments have been carried out in the KHOROS en-

vironment. For estimating the partial derivatives of the image we have used

3D extensions of the 2D operators by Beaudet [1]. For the detection step, we

chose the operator size 5 � 5 � 5 voxels. For the re�nement step of the ap-

proaches i) and iii), operators of size 3� 3� 3 are used. Another free parameter

of the operators V 1, V 2, and V 3 which exploit the matrix N is the width w of

the window in which the sums of the matrix elements are computed, i.e. the area

of averaging the dyadic gradient product. Here, we chose di�erent values for w,



starting with w = 3 which stands for a window size of 3�3�3 voxels. Operator

maxima of V 1, V 2, and V 3 are detected by a local maximum search in a region

of 3� 3� 3 voxels. In the case of several maxima we have taken the point with

the largest operator response.

6.1 3D Synthetic Images

We have investigated the localization accuracy of the approaches i), ii), and

iii) for a 3D tetrahedron. The sharpness of the tetrahedron is determined by

the aperture �. One can imagine this structure as a 3D generalization of an L-

junction with the aperture � within the xy-plane. For the construction of the

3D object, the symmetry line is spread in the direction of the z-axis, enclosing

the aperture � with the x-axis.
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Fig. 2. Localization accuracy as a function of the window width w for a 3D tetrahedron:

with � = 90� (left) and � = 45� (right)

On the left side of Fig. 2, the Euclidean distances of the localized positions to

the tip of the tetrahedron with � = 90� are plotted as a function of w. Here, DET

denotes the detection step using operator V 1. Enlarging this window makes the

localization accuracy for DET and i) worse. Conversely, the localization error

signi�cantly decreases for the approaches ii) and iii), taking more information of

the intensity structure for the computation of the landmark point into account.

On the right side of Fig. 2, the improvement of the approaches ii) and iii) in

comparison to DET and i) for � = 45� is also signi�cant. However, for ii) and

iii) and larger windows the error slightly increases. This e�ect is probably due

to discretization errors. In summary, the procedures with 3D edge intersection

greatly increase the localization accuracy w.r.t. DET whereas approach i) only

hardly improves the result. The results agree with our 2D study above.

6.2 3D Medical Images

In this section, we investigate a 3D MR dataset of the human head. We consider

as anatomical landmarks the tips of the frontal, occipital, and temporal horns

of the ventricles, abbreviated with MC6, MC7, and MC13, respectively (left
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Fig. 3. Ventricular system of the human brain, anatomical preparate (from [11]) (left);

sagittal slice of a MR tomogram with the left ventricle (right)

side of Fig. 3). The letters L and R stand for the respective hemispheric parts

of the ventricular system. We have manually speci�ed the positions of these

landmarks in the investigated datasets and have taken them as ground truth

positions, although we know that manual localization of 3D landmarks generally

is di�cult and may be prone to error. The computation was restricted to a

region-of-interest (ROI) with 21� 21� 21 voxels. The ROI was centered at the

manually speci�ed landmark position. The here considered MR dataset consists

of 235 sagittal slices of 256� 256 voxels. The resolution was about 1� 1� 1mm.

LM/w DET i) ii) iii)

MC6L/3 1; 2; 0
2.24

0; 1;0
1.00

0:08;1:50; 0:85
1.73

0:79; 0:27;0:36
0.91

MC6L/5
1; 2; 0
2.24

1; 1;0
1.41

0:91;0:43; 1:16
1.54

0:91; 0:59;1:00
1.47

MC7L/3
4; 5; 1
6.48

3; 6;1
6.78

2:52;6:19; 1:12
6.78

0:82; 7:46;0:48
7.52

MC7L/5
3; 2; 2
4.12

2; 1;1
2.45

0:53;0:96; 1:51
1.86

0:52; 0:15;0:86
1.02

MC13L/3
1; 2; 0
2.24

1; 1;1
1.73

0:79;1:88; 0:86
2.21

0:56; 0:06;3:31
3.36

MC13L/5
2; 2; 1
3.00

2; 2;1
3.00

0:92;1:21; 0:88
1.76

0:59; 0:95;0:55
1.25

LM/w DET i) ii) iii)

MC6R/3 1; 2;0
2.24

1; 1; 0
1.41

0:03; 1:50;0:13
1.51

0:30;0:21; 0:52
0.63

MC6R/5
1; 2;0
2.24

1; 2; 0
2.24

0:84; 0:90;0:76
1.45

1:44;0:23; 1:27
1.93

MC7R/3
3; 2;0
3.61

2; 1; 0
2.24

1:80; 1:58;0:14
2.40

0:62;0:52; 0:15
0.82

MC7R/5
3; 2;0
3.61

3; 2; 0
3.61

0:75; 0:61;0:82
1.27

0:28;0:03; 0:89
0.93

MC13R/3
0; 1;2
2.24

0; 1; 1
1.41

0:91; 0:41;0:87
1.33

0:72;0:61; 1:31
1.61

MC13R/5
1; 1;5
5.20

1; 1; 4
4.24

0:60; 0:30;5:67
5.71

1:51;0:75; 2:68
3.17

Table 1. Localization results for MR data: left ventricle (left), right ventricle (right)

In Tab. 1, the results for the left and right ventricles are reported, respec-

tively. The �rst column gives the considered landmark (LM) and the width of

the window for averaging the dyadic gradient product (w). Then follow the re-

spective localized positions for the detection step (DET) and the approaches

i), ii), and iii). All positions are relative w.r.t. the manually speci�ed landmark

positions (top row of a box). Additionally, we computed the Euclidean distances

to the manually speci�ed landmark positions (bottom row of a box). The re-

�ned localization i) with small-scale operators yields an improvement in the

mean of about 0.7 voxels w.r.t. DET. Edge intersection ii) decreases the error

for about 0.8 voxels w.r.t. DET. For approach iii), the error can be decreased

further for about 0.6 voxels w.r.t. i). Thus, we obtain an overall improvement

of about 1.2 voxels for approach iii). In most cases the approaches ii) and iii)



yielded the best results. The relative large errors for the right temporal horn

are conspicuous. One reason for this might be the uncertainty induced by the

manual landmark speci�cation which is very di�cult for this landmark. We no-

tice that at the tip of the left occipital horn are two salient curvature extrema.

The point more far away from the manually speci�ed position was localized for

w = 3. In general, the localization accuracy gets worse when we enlarge the win-

dow for the computation of N which is what we expect. We have also applied

these approaches to other medical images yielding similar results.

In Fig. 4, the localized point at the tip of the frontal horn is visualized in three

orthogonal image intersections. For visualization purposes, the point coordinates

obtained from ii) and iii) have been rounded to voxel coordinates. The location

of that structure within the human brain is marked by a square (sagittal view

on the right ride of Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Localized points at the tip of the left frontal horn; approaches DET, i), ii), and

iii) (from left to right), axial, sagittal, and coronal view (from top to bottom)

7 Summary

We have investigated multi-step di�erential approaches for re�ned localization

of 3D point landmarks. The promising results due to our theoretical study of

the 2D edge intersection approach motivated an extension to 3D. Based on the

3D extension of this approach, we proposed two two-step and one three-step

procedures for the localization of 3D point landmarks, combining detection and

3D edge intersection. We have experimentally investigated these approaches for

3D synthetic as well as 3D MR images. For synthetic data, the combination of a

two-step procedure of large-scale and small-scale di�erential operators followed

by the edge intersection approach, i.e. the three-step procedure, yielded the most

precise results. For MR data, the two-step and three-step procedures, both in-

cluding 3D edge intersection, yielded the best results. In comparison to a single-



step procedure for locating point landmarks by means of applying di�erential

operators, the localization accuracy has been signi�cantly improved.
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